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Disclosure and Forward Looking Statement
This presentation was prepared by BioMeat Food-Tech-Limited Partnership (the Partnership as a general presentation about the Partnership
As such, the information it includes is only an extract, and does not cover all of the information abut the Partnership and its operations.
Therefore, this presentation does not describe the Partnership s operations fully and in detail, and it is not intended to replace the need to
review the Partnership s reports to the public, including the supplementary prospectus and the shelf prospectus of the Partnership (the
Prospectus which should be read together with the reports published by the Partnership by law The information included in this
presentation does not purport to survey or include all of the information that could be relevant for the purpose of reaching any conclusion
related to investment in the securities of the Partnership.
The Partnership is also not obligated to update or change the information included in the presentation so that it reflects events or editing,
processing or segmentation that differ from the current depiction in the presentation, or changes that take place after the date of its
preparation This presentation includes forward looking information, as defined in the Securities Law 1968 including outlooks, evaluations,
estimates and other information related to the events and matters that will take place or may take place in the future, including with regard
to the outlook on income and profitability, whose occurrence is not certain and is not under the exclusive control of the Partnership.
Forward looking information in the presentation is based on estimates and assumptions of the management of the Partnership as of the
date that the presentation was prepared, which are uncertain by their nature, due to their dependence on the risks inherent in the
Partnership s operations, and which are not under the Partnerships control, each of which, or a combination thereof, is liable to harm the
results of the Partnership’s operations and, consequentially, the realization of these estimates and outlooks.
The presentation includes statistical data and publications that were published by third parties, the content of which was not examined by
the Partnership, and the Partnership is not responsible for their validity The information included in the presentation does not constitute a
proposal or invitation to make an offer to purchase the Partnerships securities.
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Customer Challenge
The global need for animal proteins
will soon overwhelm the supply.

90%

of wild fisheries are classified as overfished
or harvested at maximum capacity.

170

countries are projected to be left with
substantial unmet demand in the near future.
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Traditional methods of generating animal proteins
have significant negative environmental impact.
1/3 of all fish stocks are being
depleted faster than they can
replenish.

Global trends in the state of the world’s marine
fish stocks, 1974-2015
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Overfished

Over 800 million people are at
risk of malnutrition if fish
populations continue to decline.
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60% of fish stocks are fished at
the maximum sustainable
level; only 7% are underfished.
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Global capture fisheries’ production in 2018 reached a record 96.4 million tonnes.

Capture –
inland waters
Capture –
marine areas
Aquaculture –
inland waters
Aquaculture –
marine areas
* Numbers represent the
average between 2010-2018
FAO.org The State of World
Fisheries and Aquaculture 2020
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Cultured fish, a novel technology, will disrupt seafood
Top ten aquaculture and fish producers globally by
enterprise value, 2010 to 2025

Superior economics,
as well as increased global
environmental concerns
around saving marine life,
will drive a whole new
category around alternative
fish and seafood

https://www.aquaapartners.com/wp-content/uploads/Food-IndustryExecutive-Industry-Insights-%E2%80%93-December-2020.pdf
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Our mission
Develop a cleaner environment with toxin-free water,
reduce pressure on wild fisheries, eliminate need for
foreign imports, and enhance food security.

More specifically
Develop cultured fish meat for human consumption that
is cleaner and at a lower cost than standard grown fish.
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The Technology
Cultivated fish meat development
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The Technology
E-Fishient Protein will:

1

2

3

4

Identify resource
population for
premium healthcare
and genetics cells

Establish Tilapia cellline resources for
cultured meat

Establish
serum-free culture
media for cellproliferation,
differentiation, and
maturation

Optimize culture
conditions
according to the
required product
characteristics and
composition
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Our species
Tilapia
Tilapia are one of the
most cultured species in
aquaculture (market)

They are tolerant to wide
ranges of temperatures
and salinities (cell stability)

They are vegetarian and have
lower energetic requirements
(reduced energy)

Wide molecular and
endocrine toolboxes already
calibrated (knowledge base)
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IP
In Partnership with the Volcani Institute
E-Fishient Proteins is located in the first lab in Israel
to successfully generate gene-edited food-fish. (It is
one of the few laboratories in the world to successfully
generate genetically modified tilapia using a geneediting approach to change the color of tilapia to those
with a higher retain value.)

E-Fishient is developing:
•
•
•
•

Protocol for continuous growth of tilapia cells with
potential for differentiation into muscle tissue.
Freezing and thawing protocol without serum
Characterization of the process of differentiation of
tilapia cells from a culture partially sorted into mature
muscle fiber
Protocol for growth medium of tilapia cells without
animal serum
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Past Market Growth
Animal Protein – Traditional Protein – Incumbents and Alternative Protein –
Share Price Performance, 2017 to Present

Alternative Protein
Companies Outperform
Vast untapped market for
alternative protein, driven by
concerns for health and
sustainability has led to rising
interest among investors.
COVID-19 has built a “perfect
storm” disrupting meat
supply chain of traditional
animal protein players and
incumbents.
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Accomplished Management Team

Jakob (Kobi) Biran, PhD

Gilles Gamon

BioMeat Foodtech

•

•

•

•

PhD, fish endocrinology, The
Hebrew
University of Jerusalem
During his post-doctorate work at
the Weizmann Institute of
Science, generated the first
splice-specific KO zebrafish using
CRISPR-Cas9. Utilized genomeediting to change the color and
increase muscle mass of tilapia to
those with a higher retain value

•
•

Former CEO of Sugat;
entrepreneur and director in
Israel’s food industry
Adviser and mentor to
companies involved in the
alternative proteins and the
sugar industry

•

Part of the company’s
operative management team
Controlling shareholder

Third degree in economy,
Pantheon-Sorbonne University,
Paris, France
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How we see the company in 5 years
• A strong brand in the cultured meat market
• Gaining knowledge and IP in the industry of the cultured fish
meat that could be commercialized.
• Expanding to other types of fishes and constant increase of the
market share.
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Potential Revenue

https://www.fao.org/in-action/globefish/market-reports/resource-detail/en/c/1379264/
https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/tilapia-market-sizegrowth-2021-global-industry-updates-leading-playersfuturebusiness-prospects-forthcoming-developments-and-future-investments-by-forecast-to-2027-2021-10-20
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Executive Summary
Traditional fish proteins cannot meet growing demands
Traditional sources of sourcing and producing fish proteins
are not sustainable, both from an environmental perspective
or from a human population growth perspective

E-Fishient Proteins: Becoming a leader in cultivated fish
Employing a unique approach to develop lab-grown fish
and an animal-free (vegetarian) serum
Phenomenal team with expertise in biology and industry
$ 14 billion potential market of the tilapia; 6-year projections* =
3% market penetration; $420 million annual sales
*https://www.fao.org/in-action/globefish/market-reports/resource-detail/en/c/1379264/
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Thank You!
T 972-54-4420302
M info@biomeat.co.il
W www.biomeat.co.il
A 11 Shoham St. Petah Tikva,
4902210, Israel

